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Which Top Five Presidential Candidate Is Most Likely to Be Hacked? 
 
Trump ties with Clinton as Bush and Sanders split the undercard, with Carson walking away as 
the winner.  In what world could this occur?  In cybersecurity, of course.   
 
During Security Awareness Month I conducted research for the InfoSec Institute on the 
apparent security of the top five candidates’ web sites.  I arrived at the not-too-startling 
conclusion that most presidential campaigns could use their own helping of Security Awareness.   
 
 

Candidate Cybersecurity 
Grade 

Pro Con 

Hillary Clinton (D) B Building a security team.  Runs 
up-to-date software. 

Large attack surface that 
relies on a quickly-built 

custom application. 

Bernie Sanders (D) C Outsources donation services. Uses unsecured WordPress 
site that exposes usernames 

and sign on page. 

Donald Trump (R) B Outsources donation services. May be using old software.  
Uses partially secured 

WordPress site that exposes 
sign on page and leaks other 
information. May be running 

old donation WordPress plug-
in. 

Ben Carson (R) A Outsources donation and 
volunteer services. No store.  

Small attack surface.  

(none) 

Jeb Bush (R) C Outsources donation services. Uses unsecured WordPress 
site that exposes usernames, 
sign on page and leaks other 

information. 

ALL CANDIDATES n/a Require use of well-configured 
HTTPS.  Use CDN to avoid 

single-site availability issues. 

No response to inquiry about 
reporting security 

vulnerabilities.  

 
On the positive side, all candidates’ sites smartly required HTTPS, the security technology long 
advocated by consumer privacy advocates and security experts.  Three locked down their sites 
or at least planned to, four outsourced financial donations to experts, and all five used “content 
delivery network” technology to reduce that chances that a single hack could take them down.  
 
On the negative side, two candidates ran unsecured WordPress sites that exposed lists of users 
and other information.  One other candidate might be running an old WordPress plug-in and all 
three WordPress users left their “sign on” pages unguarded.  Meanwhile, a different candidate 
rapidly built a large and complex web application that could have several undiscovered 



vulnerabilities (security experts call this a “large attack surface”).  And not a single candidate 
returned my attempts to contact them about possible security vulnerabilities.   

Origin of Research 
 
Last month I presented several non-invasive techniques any IT security professional could use 
to perform reconnaissance on a potential partner to the national (ISC)2 Congress in Anaheim.  
Growing interest in the presidential race made it a great time to apply these techniques to the 
top five presidential candidates, so I researched the top five candidates (from October 6-13) 
before concluding that one was fine, two needed help, and two were somewhere in the middle.   
 

 
Title slide from my non-invasive reconnaissance presentation given to the National (ISC)2 

Congress in Anaheim, CA on September 28, 2015.   
 
My “top five” candidates included the top two Republican candidates, the top two Democratic 
candidates and anyone else who had already raised more than $100M.  That list included top 
Republicans Donald Trump and Ben Carson, top Democrats Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders, 
and Jeb Bush because of his fundraising.   

Security Tests Performed 
I performed similar but not identical reconnaissance on the public-facing web sites of each 
candidate, including their volunteer registration, merchandise stores and donation forms.   The 
research was similar because I looked at how securely each site seemed to perform key 



functions, but was not identical because each site used different technology to perform each 
function.   
 
More specifically, I looked at the quality, type and age of each web server and web application I 
could find.  I also followed technology trails to cloud service providers used to provide shopping, 
donation, sign up or other services (except marketing or tracking).  Finally, I inspected each 
site’s “content distribution” and transport-level (i.e., HTTPS) security services. 
 
The utility I used for most of my analysis was OWASP’s Zed Attack Proxy, or “ZAP”, in a non-
invasive mode which simply recorded all the traffic that passed between my Firefox browser and 
each candidate’s site and services.  I also used WPScan to non-invasively speed up the 
enumeration of users on certain candidates’ WordPress sites.   

Hillary Clinton (Leading Democrat) 
Despite her campaign’s woman-first messaging, Clinton’s website seems to be built on a 
stereotypical “brogrammer stack” of Node.js, Rudy and other technologies in a git-based 
continuous integration environment.   I gleaned much of that information before I even looked at 
the site since Clinton’s technologies are well documented in the job descriptions of the DevOps 
and Engineering Manager positions open on her IT team. 
 

 
Hillary Clinton’s DevOps job description details some of the technologies used to build her site. 



 
Hillary Clinton’s Engineering Manager job description details more of the technologies used to 

build her site. 
 
Clinton’s custom application encompasses all major functions of a campaign website, including 
her store, donations, and volunteer registration, though some ecommerce and credit card 
functions seem to be built on top of Shopify.  This approach affords Clinton’s campaign 
excellent control over the appearance of her site and the information it exchanges with its users, 
but the control comes with the risk of having a relatively large attack surface.   
 

 
Shopify is used to power the store on Hillary Clinton’s web site. 

 
Almost a million bytes of Javascript are sent to each browser from a server called 
“https://a.hrc.onl” alone, and many more Javascript libraries are linked in from other sources. 
These Javascript applications talk to multiple web services on the back end, including one 
called “The Claw”, and some use OAuth authentication.  Unfortunately, the use of these varied 
technologies by a dev team that lives by the motto of, “ship early and often; done is always 
better than perfect” creates the potential for an attack surface that is much larger than that of 
other candidates.   
 



 
Hillary Clinton’s site uses a web service called “The Claw” to reset a password.    

 
On the other hand, there are signs that the Clinton team is taking some security precautions.  
The site itself seems to be running a piece of “obfuscation” software called “varnish” that 
regularly lies about its identity so would-be hackers would have a harder time locking on with a 
targeted attack.  At the time of my research, Clinton’s code relied on JQuery 2.1.3, just one 
minor version behind cutting edge, which suggests that the team’s continuous integration 
process is successfully getting new versions of software (and their security fixes) published.  
There were also openings on the team for pair of Security Engineers and a security lead to look 
for vulnerabilities in the code the rest of the developers publish and in the systems that run the 
sites.    
 

 
Hillary Clinton’s web site appears to use software called “varnish” to obfuscate (or lie about) the 

identity of the web server (e.g., “Server: AmazonS3”), and runs a modern version of JQuery 
(2.1.3).   

 
 

 
 



Candidate Cybersecurity 
Grade 

Pro Con 

Hillary Clinton (D) B Building a security team.  Runs 
up-to-date software. 

Large attack surface that 
relies on a quickly-built 

custom application. 

 

Bernie Sanders (Leading Democrat) 
Sanders' website is built on WordPress, the free content management systems used by millions 
of web sites around the world.  Unfortunately, Sanders' site seemed to be running with insecure 
settings that expose information and encourage unauthorized access.   
 
Specifically, Sanders' site allowed anyone to list all its registered users through a well-known 
WordPress feature that was designed to list posts by author.  Invoking this “user enumeration” 
technique yielded 21 account usernames on Sanders' website, including usernames for Pinky 
Weitzman (Digital Director*), Claire Sandberg (Digital Organizing Director), Hector Sigala 
(Digital Media Director), Scott Goodstein (CEO of Revolution Messaging), Dana McDonough 
(Revolution Messaging), Michael Whitney (Revolution Messaging), Zack Exley (Senior Advisor), 
and Richard Eskow (Writer/Editor). Usernames of Jeff Weaver (Campaign Manager), Kenneth 
Pennington (Digital Director), Arianna Jones (Deputy Communications Manager) and Jonathan 
Dauz (Revolution Messaging) also appeared to be listed on the server.   
 



 
Bernie Sanders' web site allowed usernames and identities to be harvested through 

WordPress’s built-in “articles by author” feature.  Output shown here is from WPScan.  
 
*Note that only the usernames and full names were freely visible on Sanders' site; individual 
titles were crossreferenced in from p2016.org, revolutionmessaging.com or LinkedIn. 
 
Sanders' WordPress sign on page was also visible to Internet, an issue that would allow even 
non-technical Internet users to try to guess the passwords of the site’s registered users.   
 
The site itself could be relatively ancient, as some content was organized in (often 
automatically) named folders extending back to 2002.  Old content like this could be troubling if 
there were any old artifacts left behind as Wordpress was upgraded over the years, but content 
with a 2002 date is odd in itself because Wordpress itself came to be in 2003.   
 



 
Bernie Sanders' website reports WordPress content from May of 2002, one year before the 

official release of WordPress itself. 
 
Sanders' store is powered by WooCommerce, an ecommerce platform that has had recent 
trouble with vulnerabilities and Shopify (the same engine that Clinton’s site uses).  Sanders' 
volunteer registration is powered by what appears to be a WordPress module called “SPUD.” 
And Sanders' donations are somewhat ironically powered by ActBlue, the Democratic 
SuperPAC that has processed $710M in the past ten years, but ActBlue itself has a good 
security record and an excellent security reporting process.  
 

 
Bernie Sanders' “join us” page redirecting through ActBlue to start a donation. 

     
 

Candidate Cybersecurity 
Grade 

Pro Con 



Bernie Sanders (D) C Outsources donation services. Uses unsecured WordPress 
site that exposes usernames 

and sign on page. 

 

Donald Trump  (Leading Republican)  
According to comments in the source HTML, Trump’s site was designed by Giles-Parscale in 
San Antonio.  This is easily confirmed using the company’s own announcement.    This custom-
developed site could be a platform unique to the design company and appears to carry an 
attack surface smaller than Clinton’s site because there is less functionality on the site and less 
code required to run it. 
 

 
Donald Trump’s web design firm (“parscale.com”) is hidden from public view but appears in the 

HTML source code. 
 
Trump’s main donation site runs WordPress, the same free open source software used to power 
Sanders' site.  Unlike Sanders site, Trump’s copy of WordPress appears to be partially locked 
down.  For example, I could not use any “user enumeration” techniques on the site.  However, 
Trump’s default WordPress sign on page was still visible and displayed the name of Targeted 
Victory, a campaign consulting company. 
 



 
Donald Trump’s site exposed the default WordPress sign on page.  It was branded with the 

name of a campaign consulting company.   
 
Within the site Trump uses Victory Passport to actually collect donations.  This company 
specializes in campaign donations and probably stepped up its game after being called out by 
ActBlue’s Nate Thames on a different Republican implementation in 2013.  The “Victory 
Passport” WordPress plug-in (v.1.2.3b) on Trump’s site seems to have last been updated in 
early 2014 (WordPress 3.8.1 and 3.9 were both released then) but the GPL’ed project has been 
removed from its previous public location on GitHub, so it’s difficult to be sure.  (I asked Victory 
Passport for clarification and will publish their response if I receive one.)  
 
There were also two unusual pieces of information in the log when submitting a Trump donation 
to Victory Passport.   
 
One piece of interesting information was the client-obfuscated (and possibly encrypted) credit 
card number. Where most processors simply rely on HTTPS to protect the card number (thus 
potentially exposing card numbers to security researchers and IT staff that use TLS interception 
proxies), Victory Passport takes an extra step to protect the data.  (Victory Passport didn’t 



respond to an inquiry about what it was doing with the credit card numbers, so I have to say 
“obfuscate” rather than “encrypt” or “tokenize”.)   
 

 
Victory Passport obfuscates, and possibly encrypts or tokenizes, the credit card number (see 

“cc=...”) used to donate to Donald Trump before it is sent over HTTPS. 
 

 
Hillary Clinton’s site (and most other candidates’ sites) do not obfuscate the credit card number 

(see “ccNum...”) sent over HTTPS when a donation is made. 
 

 
ActBlue, used by Bernie Sanders' site, does not obfuscate credit card numbers sent over 
HTTPS but sends them in a transaction separate from the actual donation.  Then, a token 
stands in for the credit card number during the actual donation to avoid potential PCI DSS 

violations caused by poor coding or architecture on a candidate’s web site. This works because 
it’s OK under PCI DSS to store unique “tokens” tied to specific accounts but not the usual “credit 

card number” we are used to entering (and thieves often steal).   
 

The second piece of interesting information found on Victory Passport potentially moves the 
security needle in the opposite direction.  This is the use of “server” and “processor” tags that 
suggest that a user could pick which server and credit card processor are hit with a specific 



request.  Usually this type of information is hidden from end users and is can only be configured 
by server administrators or developers.   
 

 
Victory Password appears to accept a server value (“production”) and the name of a credit card 

processor (“braintree”) from the client.   
 
Despite the differences, the credit card processing on Trump’s donations seemed relatively 
similar from a security perspective to that used by other candidates, so I ignored the processing 
as a factor, and instead proceeded with the main worry being a possibly outdated WordPress 
plug-in performing the transaction.   
 
Volunteer registration is handled on the site itself and may use a custom script, as it seems to 
set a custom “djt__last_activity” cookie (“djt” = “Donald J Trump”) to record whether or not you 
have volunteered yet.  The Trump store appears to use custom ASP.NET code powered by 
Volusion.   However, there appear to be a few older Javascript libraries in use on the store, 
including an old version of JQuery UI (1.8.4) that may have a cross-site scripting vulnerability.    
 

 
Donald Trump’s web store appeared to use an old version (“1.8.4”) of the JQuery UI Javascript 

library, a version that may have a known XSS vulnerability.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Candidate Cybersecurity 
Grade 

Pro Con 

Donald Trump (R) B Outsources donation services. May be using old software.  
Uses partially secured 

WordPress site that exposes 
sign on page and leaks other 
information. May be running 

old donation WordPress plug-
in. 

 

Ben Carson (Leading Republican)  
To the novice researcher, Carson’s website could seem like a bit of an enigma since it does not 
wear its identity on its sleeve like the sites of other candidates.  However, the heavy use of “hs” 
tags throughout the site and links to other Hubspot marketing resources give the site’s identity 
away.   
 
The site is tightly written, does little and outsources its major functions to other sites.  From a 
security perspective, this approach helps reduce the site’s attack surface and makes it more 
difficult for hackers to mount an attack against it.   Hubspot itself has a short history of 
vulnerabilities but it has also demonstrated the ability to identify and close them quickly.   
 

 
The heavy use of “hs” in tags and sites and the use of “end coded_template: id:###...” in a 

comment mark Ben Carson’s site as a Hubspot site.   
 
Unlike the other top five candidates, Carson doesn’t have an online store.  His donations are 
handled entirely by Spark eCommerce and his volunteer registration is handled entirely by 
HubSpot.   
 
Altogether, Carson’s decisions to minimize his attack surface and outsource services to experts 
afford him the best grade in my research.   
 
 
 
 
 



Candidate Cybersecurity 
Grade 

Pro Con 

Ben Carson (R) A Outsources donation and 
volunteer services. No store.  

Small attack surface.  

(none) 

 

Jeb Bush (Raised More Than $100M; Republican)  
Like Sanders' website, Bush’s website allowed anyone to list all its registered users through a 
well-known WordPress feature that was designed to list posts by author.   
 
Invoking this “user enumeration” technique yielded 26 account usernames on Bush’s website, 
including usernames for Ambert Rodriguez (Lead Designer*), Joel Graves (Social Media 
Manager), Catherine Brady and Sarah Delahunty (Regional Finance Coordinator), Liz Horning 
(Regional Coordinator), Dane Bahnsen (member of National Veterans Coalition), Josh Venable 
(untitled member of Bush 2016), Ron Thompson (Digital Analytics Director), Danielle Mendheim 
(digital media analyst), Daria Grastara (digital media intern), Kevin Zambrano and Chris Georgia 
("digital" members of Bush 2016), Andrew Finnan (unknown relationship but previously listed on 
payroll), and Allison Del Castillo, Cami Morrow, Jack Miles and Andrew Johnson (unknown 
relationship).  Usernames of Mittera (Iowa-based design firm), Flywheel Communications 
(Vermont-based PR firm), Nova Retail (booth display firm), Jesse Hunt (untitled member of 
Bush 2016) and Fernando Azevedo (Mittera employee) also appeared to be listed on the server.   
 



 
Jeb Bush’s web site allowed usernames and identities to be harvested through WordPress’s 

built-in “articles by author” feature.  Output shown here is from WPScan.  
 
*Note that only the usernames and full names were freely visible on Bush’s site; individual titles 
were crossreferenced in from p2016.org, fec.gov, ucsc-extension.edu or LinkedIn. 
 
As was the case with Sanders' and Trump’s websites, Bush’s WordPress sign on page was 
visible to Internet, an issue that would allow even non-technical Internet users to try to guess the 
passwords of the site’s registered users.   Bush’s site also revealed some minor draft or insider 
information on default web pages, such as calling posted articles “Rollouts” instead of “Issues”.    
 



 
The default “My Account” page on Jeb Bush’s site suggests that WordPress articles that 

normally display as “Issues” were at one point (or are internally) called “Rollouts”.  
 
Bush’s site appears to use a WordPress module to handle volunteer registration.  This could be 
problematic if the site became overloaded processing volunteer sign-ups instead of serving web 
pages, but would be somewhat mitigated by content caching.  As is common for WordPress 
sites, Bush’s site uses WooCommerce for its ecommerce store, which is the same engine used 
by Sanders’s site.     
 
For donations, Bush uses Revv, a startup which aims to become a “Republican ActBlue.” Revv 
is in turn powered by Stripe eCommerce, which actually handles all of Bush’s online donation 
transactions.  Normally a startup handling campaign contributions would raise security 
concerns, but the fact that all significant financial functions have been outsourced to an 
established ecommerce firm should allay any fears.   
 
 

Candidate Cybersecurity 
Grade 

Pro Con 

Jeb Bush (R) C Outsources donation services. Uses unsecured WordPress 
site that exposes usernames, 
sign on page and leaks other 

information. 

 
 



HTTPS and CDNs: Surprising Strengths in Common 
My original article on inspecting the public security perimeter of organizations discussed 
evaluating the security components, particularly HTTPS settings and X.509 server certificates, 
used to secure a target’s web site, and I had expected to note differences in candidates’ 
approaches in my research.  I had also planned to include a discussion of denial of service 
(DOS) attacks as a security risk and the use of content distribution networks (CDNs) as an 
effective defense against less sophisticated hackers.  In short, CDNs help organizations avoid 
less sophisticated denial of service attacks by forcing attackers to attack multiple servers in the 
CDN network to shut a web site down. 
 
Instead, I was surprised and pleased to find that all five candidates were using similar best 
practices to secure their websites and insulate them from traffic sites.   
 
First, all of the candidates are currently requiring the use of HTTPS to access their site.  This 
best practice affords users of the site a high degree of privacy and has gained popularity in the 
wake of two important HTTPS events.  The first HTTPS event was the June 8 announcement 
from Barack Obama’s White House Office of Management and Budget that said, “all publicly 
accessible Federal websites must meet the HTTPS-Only Standard by December 31st of 2016”.  
The second HTTPS event was Google’s “HTTPS Everywhere” initiative that includes moving all 
Google services and searches to HTTPS and increasing the site rank of sites that use HTTPS.   
 
All candidates are also using high-quality X.509 server certificates to secure their sites, where I 
considered “high-quality” to mean a certificate with a 2048-bit asymmetric key, and signed by a 
well-known certificate authority (CA).  Furthermore, all candidates have properly-configured 
HTTPS settings on their sites, since none are allowing the use of insecure SSL versions (2.0 
and 3.0), and all allow the use of all three TLS versions (1.0, 1.1 and 1.2).     
 
The only faux paus I could find in any candidate’s HTTPS configuration were a smattering of 
weaker (1024-bit) intermediate CA signing certificates (which will likely be rotated out soon) and 
some extra information about some of the sites that share Bush’s hosting space in the “Subject 
Alternative Name” field of the X.509 certificate provided by his CDN (e.g., “cmalo.nl”, 
“coinone.co.kr” and “mongobay.com”). 
 



 
The X.509 certificate used to secure Jeb Bush’s site is shared with many other organizations.   

 
All of the candidates are also using CDNs to serve their messages and applications up to the 
masses.  Clinton seems to use Fastly for her custom-developed site, Bush, Trump and Sanders 
all seem to use CloudFlare for their WordPress-backed sites, and Carson seems to use Akamai  
for his site.  From a security perspective, there are strengths and weaknesses of each 
candidate’s approach to CDN, but I ignored them all and instead remained impressed by the 
fact that all candidates now seem to be using CDNs to keep their messages available at all 
times despite traffic spikes and single-site hacks.   

Reporting Vulnerabilities: A Common Weakness 
During my research I sent a brief message to each campaign through their general or website 
contact form.  The message was: 
 

“If someone found a security issue with your website, volunteer sign-up, online donations 
or online store, how would you want them to report it to you? ” 
 

...and was signed with my name, my phone number, my email address, my title and some 
background on the research project.  Unfortunately, NONE of the campaigns responded, 
leaving me to wonder if I should just publish my research or try harder to notify each campaign 
of my findings first.  (After about a week of silence, I decided to just publish my relatively minor 
findings.)      



Conclusion 
In my research, the candidates that seemed most open to cyber attack were Jeb Bush and 
Bernie Sanders.  Both used similarly unsecured WordPress systems that would allow hackers to 
harvest the usernames and identities of authorized website administrators and contributors.  
Both also left their website sign on pages unsecured, which makes it easier for even non-
technical adversaries to guess (or “brute force”) the passwords of known users.   
 
Of the two candidates, I am tempted to give the “less secure” nod to Bush because of the large 
number of interns (e.g., potential social engineering targets) that seem to be on his WordPress-
based website and some unexpected data revelations (e.g., the list of sites that share his 
CloudFlare resources).  However, it’s entirely possible that Sanders' army of “digital experts” 
would be just as susceptible to social engineering (since marketing doesn’t always understand 
IT security), and information like Bush’s X.509 certificate data reveal would only seem to offer 
trivial advantages to a potential attacker.   
 
The candidate that seems most insulated from cyberattack is Ben Carson.  Carson’s site leaks 
little information, is backed by a company that uses a standard web application and takes 
security seriously.  Carson’s campaign has also taken care to reduce their attack surface by 
hiding sign on pages, reducing the functionality of their sites, and outsourcing volunteer 
registration, shopping and donations to specialized sites.   
 
Like Bush and Sanders, Trump uses WordPress, but it appears that someone has hardened 
Trump’s server against reconnaissance that worked against Bush and Sanders.  However, there 
are hints such as old Javascript files and exposed Wordpress sign on pages that suggest that 
more angles of attack could be discovered, especially since Trump runs his own web store.  
Fortunately, Trump has outsourced his donations operation, and has therefore reduced his 
attack surface.   
 
Just ahead of Trump, and becoming more secure, is Hillary Clinton.  Her team, and it really 
does appear to be a team, has exposed a wide attack surface to the world by encapsulating 
registration and financial concerns on a custom-build platform, albeit one built from well-known 
open source and financial processing components.   However, there are no obvious issues with 
the perimeter and the campaign has recognized the value of cybersecurity by advertising for 
multiple security specialists to join via a link hidden in web page code.    
 
In all cases, an extra dose of Security Awareness Training would be helpful for all campaign 
staff, as their dead silent reaction to a potential security research demonstrated.    

Next Steps for You 
The InfoSec Institute is currently sponsoring a “prediction market” which allows you and fellow 
professionals to try to predict which candidate is most at risk of being hacked.  To join, go to 
http://www2.infosecinstitute.com/l/12882/2015-10-13/y7d7k  



Candidate Grade Summary 
 
 

Candidate Cybersecurity 
Grade 

Pro Con 

Hillary Clinton (D) B Building a security team.  Runs 
up-to-date software. 

Large attack surface that 
relies on a quickly-built 

custom application. 

Bernie Sanders (D) C Outsources donation services. Uses unsecured WordPress 
site that exposes usernames 

and sign on page. 

Donald Trump (R) B Outsources donation services. May be using old software.  
Uses partially secured 

WordPress site that exposes 
sign on page and leaks other 
information. May be running 

old donation WordPress plug-
in. 

Ben Carson (R) A Outsources donation and 
volunteer services. No store.  

Small attack surface.  

(none) 

Jeb Bush (R) C Outsources donation services. Uses unsecured WordPress 
site that exposes usernames, 
sign on page and leaks other 

information. 

ALL CANDIDATES n/a Require use of well-configured 
HTTPS.  Use CDN to avoid 

single-site availability issues. 

No response to inquiry about 
reporting security 

vulnerabilities.  

 


